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SYMBOLS

Boundary

Township, Meridian, Baseline.

Road allowance; surveyed:

shoaline:

Lot/s/parcel; surveyed:

unsurveyed:

Right-of-way; road:

railway:

utility:

Reservation:

Creek, Pk, Pile:

Contour:

Interpolated:

Approximate:

Depression:

Control point (horizontal):

Flooded land:

Mine headframe:

Pipeline (above ground):

Railway:

double track:

abandoned:

Road:

Highway, county, township access:

trail, bush:

Shoreline (original):

Transboundary line:

Wetland area:

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LANDS

PARENT

Surface & Mining Rights

Surface Rights Only

Mining Right Only

LEASE

Surface & Mining Rights

Surface Rights Only

Mining Rights Only

License of Occupation

Canceled

Reserve:

Sand & Gravel

NOTES

AREAS WITHDRAWN FROM DISPOSITION

MRO - Mining Rights Only

MRO - Surface Rights Only

M+R - Mining and Surface Rights

This Township Falls Within the Timagami Comprehensive Planning Area. Special Working Conditions May Apply to Exploration Activities. For More Details Please Contact:

DISTRICT MANAGER,
NORTH BAY DISTRICT
MINISTRY, NATURAL RESOURCES

THE INFORMATION THAT APPEARS ON THIS MAP HAS BEEN DISCLOSED FROM VARIOUS SOURCES AND ACCURACY IS NOT GUARANTEED. THOSE WORKING TO EXPLORE MINERAL RESOURCES ARE WISE TO CONSULT WITH THE MINING REGISTRARS, MINISTRY OF NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT AND MINES, FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE STATUS OF THE LANDS SHOWN HEREBON.
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